<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:00 – 10:50 | B501 Foundation Practice I Sec. 1 (Bowen) Rm G2  
B535 Clinical Social Work I Sec. 1 (Harris) Rm G7 | 8:00 – 10:50 | B501 Foundation Practice I Sec. 3 (Newberg) Rm G4  
B535 Clinical Social Work I Sec. 4 (Shapiro) Rm G3 | 8:00 – 10:50 |  | 8:00 – 12:00 | Child & Family Well-Being Integrative Seminars – on selected Saturdays – CWEL students and CFWB Junior Fellows required to attend (Shapiro) |
| 8:30 – 10:50 | B540 Multicult/Diversity: Adv Persp Sec. 1 (Albert) Rm G3 | 8:30 – 10:50 | B505 Theoretical Perspec in SW I Sec. 1 (Bressi) Rm G2  
*B682 PhD – Data Analysis I (Vartanian) Rm G8* | 9:00 – 11:00 | B676 PhD – Making Space for Learning: Pedagogical Planning and Facilitation (Cook-Sather) Rm G3 |  |
| 11:00 – 1:20 | B503 Research Informed Practice I Sec. 1 (Alexander) Rm G3  
B507 Theoretical Perspec in SW II Sec. 1 (Baumohl) Rm G2  
B557 Org. Behavior: The Art & Science (Bailey) Rm G8  
B572 Clinical SW & Trauma (Martin, J) Rm G7  
B565 Clin. SW Pract. Child/Adoles (Hurster) Rm G4  
B507 Theoretical Perspec in SW II Sec. 2 (Duffin) Rm 221 | 11:00 – 1:20 | B503 Research Informed Practice I Sec. 3 (Young) Rm G3  
B507 Theoretical Perspec. in SW II Sec. 3 (Baumohl) Rm G2  
B556 Adult Dev. Aging Sec. 1 (Bressi) Rm G8  
B552 Perspectives on Economic Inequality and Poverty (Vartanian) Rm 213  
B559 Family Therapy Sec. 2 (Polster) Rm G4  
B563 Global Public Health (Sousa) Rm G7 |  |  |
| 2:40 – 5:00 | B501 Foundation Practice I Sec. 2 (Bressi) Rm G3  
B535 Clinical Social Work I Sec. 2 (Martin, J.) Rm G8 | 2:40 – 5:00 | B684 PhD – Qualitative Analysis (Alexander) Rm 221  
B505 Theoretical Perspec. in SW I Sec. 4 (M. Martin) Rm G7 |  |  |
| 5:10 – 8:00 | B531 Community Practice, Policy & Advocacy I (Sousa) Rm G8 |  |  |  |  |
| 5:40 – 8:00 | B503 Research Informed Practice I Sec. 2 (Alexander) Rm G8  
B505 Theoretical Perspec. in SW I Sec. 3 (Littell) Rm G2  
B559 Family Therapy Sec. 1 (Polster) Rm G3 | 5:40 – 8:00 | B507 Theoretical Perspec. in SW II Sec. 4 (Irving) Rm G2  
B564 Group Treatment (Hurster) Rm G3 |  |  |
| 5:40 – 8:30 | B535 Clinical Social Work I Sec. 3 (Rothe) Rm G4 | 5:40 – 8:30 | B501 Foundation Practice I Sec. 4 (Bowen) Rm G2  
B540 Multicult/Diversity: Adv Persp Sec. 2 (Martin, M.) Rm 221 |  |  |
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